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About This Game

Accidentally, Pep comes into contact with an extraterrestrial internet connection. This alien connection, called "Infernal_X" and
coming from planet Hellx, is now free to destroy the entire planet Earth by infecting all the informatics systems. Pep have to

stop this global infection by destroying all the 7 Virtual_Guardians arrived from Planet Hellx (with the help of an internet
radiation, Inra) in order to access the Virtual World where the virus Infernal_X is located in order to eliminate it.

In this retro-2D platform adventure game, Pep keep his personal cellphone always working in order to detect where each
Virtual_Guardian is located and go through difficult levels in order to reach the goal in each stage, sometime also by using a

Virtual_Motorbike with alternative physics laws, and a Virtual_Gun to destroy each Virtual_Guardian during intense boss fights.
The game is ispired at the old 2D platform games, both for the general graphics/mechanics and for the difficult that increase

from easy to very hardcore.

Main features:
- 8 Worlds, each with a different environment

- Comics cutscenes
- A great variety of game styles in a single game

- Increase in difficult from easy to "old style hardcore"
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So simple, yet missing nothing ! I don't know what's better, the pixel graphics or the music. There's something about a japanese
developer's touch, can't put my finger on it, but I like it.. Nice Pack! I like the Fallout weapons the most. Call me a pervert, but I
liked it.

This is a very short and simple game and, yes, this is an erotic game. Well... we already have a lot of erotic stuff in Steam, so...
one more, one less, who counts them anyway?

Art-style is very good, soundtrack is nice, storyline is simple and it is funny sometimes. There are several endings, but only one
route to "win", all other endings are just variations of failing. You may finish game in two or three hours and gain all
achievements with easy.

Well, if you are not prude, I may cautiously recommend this game. Just remember: you will get what you paid for - green boobs
of green dryad, no more no less. Not as bad as you can expect. At least, they are cute.. Total war shogun 2 is in my top 10 along
with games like Rome total war 1 and TF2. The game has really good AI and a fun campaign. The units are pretty much the
same for each faction save for a few special units and the stats for the units are different based on what faction you choose. The
DLC for the game are worth the money in my opinion. Fall of the samurai is my favorite. The multiplayer is also awesome
although it\u2019s hard to find opponents that are more your level due to the game being almost 10 years old. Due to that reason
I suggest playing multiplayer campaigns or battles with a friend. That reminds me: one time me and a friend were playing head
to head and he was defending his home province from an attack. He ended up lagging out and accidentally clicking the
surrender button causing him to lose not just the battle but the entire campaign. It was only turn 3. I not only fell out of my chair
laughing but I also got an achievement. GG WP lol
I give Shogun 2 a 10\/10. Game has fun single player and multiplayer as well as very nice graphics and AI as well as awesome
units and DLC.. I love love love the Fighting Fantasy game books from the 80's\/90's The "choose your own adventure" books
were incredible and seeing them transformed on all types of platforms really makes me happy.

Please make Warlock of firetop mountain and City of Thieves as well!. This game is very cute. I've enjoyed playing it so far
although I think I'm still in the first part of the game where you find ingridients and craft potions and fish. The graphics feel like
they suit the game very well. The side characters so far are flat but that's to be expected of most NPCs. Some characters do
show very little development when you interact with them and give some of them items.

Overall, the gameplay for me thus far has been very simple but fun. The game is very cute and the portraits for Mylne are very
cute when she interacts with her grandfather. Interacting with the enviroment of the game was actually interesting as I was
somewhat surprised by some things nearby the house in the beginning of the game.
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This is a risk-like strategy game with signficiantly more depth and more complex mechanisms in a historical context. The
mechanism are simple at first and then a but more complex. Good value for the price.. Something people seem to forget when
not recommending this, CA have already stated they can't add the DLC for free because that will still make the base game an
18. Frankly \u00a32 isn't much to ask for, they're literally after the minimum spending price to make it legal.
Also on that note, the DLC is a great addition, if you enjoy Brittania I highly recommend this. An opaque game that's hard to
understand, not just because it doesn't really go to any real efforts to explain anything to the player, but also because it isn't
entirely clear how much there is to understand in the first place. Maybe there's a great meaning hidden inside! Maybe it's obtuse
for its own sake, a bunch of empty symbols and arbitrarily assembled word salad. I can't play it for very long, but I've had a lot
of fun thinking about it and how it's built all the same.. Its really gay dude never should have bought it.. This game is pure and
simple amazing. There is a reason the people who have played it clamered to get it rerelased on any platforms. I have put in
MANY MANY hours into this game. and still it is one of my favorites.

This game was a labor of love as it drove the company bankrupt and still they finished it long after checks stop comming in. and
even released a patch.

Pros
unparralled character customization, Still unmatched by almost any game today.
The game is fairly open world for its time, and still today has a you can go anywhere and do anything approch to the game from
the start.
100's of hours worth of game play and replayablitiy.
Replayability, this alone makes this game almost never ending in possibilities. random moster generators, and random loot
generators also make the game never the same thing twice.

cons,
Graphics are dated. even with mods the game engine is limited in what it can do.
Difficulty. The game can be hard to even the ones who have played it for years.

If you had in Mad god's Cosmic forge program you can change almost anything about the game. Truely Truely wonderful.
. When Call of Duty was good.
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